STAMP Out Bullying

STAMP Out Bullying

Suggested areas of study:

Using comedy, magic and puppets, STAMP Out Bullying has the audience in fits of laughter and hanging on every word as the five important STAMP principles are illustrated.

A face, that has been sketched on a pad in front of the students, comes to life as it first looks around the room and then starts talking. The hilarious dialogue which ensues highlights the importance of making friends. In fact, the picture continues talking, moving both its eyes and mouth right up to the time it is torn from the pad and given to its new found friend in the audience! A truly neat trick.

Objects appear, mysteriously grow in size and then vanish while simultaneously students explore ways to deal with bullies and to avoid being bullied.

There is loads of audience participation and comedy as the students learn through laughter. Each strategy of the STAMP acronym is explored as Croc, Drawing, Brice the bully and numerous illusions keep students entertained as they learn effective strategies to deal with and prevent bullying.

What other schools have said:
Terrific! Students loved it! They really enjoyed the ‘magic’ aspects of the show. A good message for the children. A simple yet affective strategy – STAMP.


Fantastic – very entertaining and I loved the constant recall back to the STAMP. Well done! Andy had the kids totally engaged right to the end.


Thank you for an engaging show that entertained our preps to the year 7s. The message was great – a simple acronym that even our preps could repeat.


The performance was excellent. The message to stamp out bullying was kept simple but very effective. The children were engaged and certainly entertained the whole time. Andy was well organized and presented extremely well – the children and staff loved the show. Well done.


Cost: $4.40 per student ($4.00 + $0.40 GST). Minimum Audience Size: 130 students.
Requires an indoor performance area 4m deep x 5m wide. Suitable: Preps, K to Year 7.
Times: Show: 50 minutes. Set up 30 minutes. Pack up 30 minutes.